Graded, variegated and Wet-in-wet washes -
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Graded washes are made much the same way as a flat wash. The difference being that after
each stroke or two of wash, the paint mixture is diluted with water. This results in a smooth
gradation of color from full strength wash to clear water if desired. I have tested several ways
of creating graded washes and this method is the easiest and most consistent for me.
1. Mix up plenty of full strength wash. More than you think you will need.
2. Tilt your board about 30 degrees. Be ready to tilt your board more or less to control the
flow of water and mixing of strokes. Sometimes, holding the board vertically is
necessary.
3. Begin with a stroke of full strength wash on dry paper across the top of the area to be
painted. Use a generous amount of wash. Do not go back into an area that has already
been painted. The temptation can be overwhelming. Resist!
4. Rinse your brush a little ( Not a thorough cleaning.) fill the brush with clean water, wipe
just a bit on your towel or sponge and place the wetted brush into the concentrated
wash. Water in the brush will dilute the paint. If it does not seem quite enough you can

repeat adding a small amount of water to the paint with your brush. Once or twice is
usually enough. Do this quickly to prevent previously applied paint from drying on your
paper between applications.
5. Make your next stroke on the paper by placing the tip of the brush into the bead of
wash formed from the previous stroke.

6. Add more water to the wash as described and repeat the process.
7. Strive for control of the wash. Smooth gradations when needed, abrupt ones at other
times.

Finished graded wash.

Variegated washes are made in a more irregular way. Two or more colors are applied in any
manner that works for the painting. They may be arranged in bands or irregular blots.
Variegated washes are useful for
depicting backgrounds with only
vague detail or for bases over
which to apply a more detailed
foreground. It is often useful to
maintain a narrow tonal range
with variegated washes as very
dark colors next to very light ones
in the background can distract
from the focal point of the
picture.
Make variegated washes in the
same manner as flat washes.
Variegated washes can be made with gradations for even more variety and complexity.
1. Pre-mix the colors you will use.
2. Begin at the top with the first color.
3. Work your way down the paper, adding colors to the bottom and sides of the wash as
needed.
4. Use the mister if edges are drying too quickly.

Wet-in-Wet washes are created by first wetting the paper before applying paint. They are often
used where smooth transitions are needed such as sunsets and some cloud effects. Wet-in-wet
can be a forgiving way to paint if the paper is kept to the right level of moisture. Wet in wet
paintings create soft, flowing hazy edges and subtle blends of color. It can be unpredictable
when large amounts of water are on the paper.
Remember, when painting wet-in-wet to make paint mixtures quite a bit darker than you want
the dried color to be because the per-wetted paper will dilute the pigments.
1. With a ¾ inch - 1 inch flat or mop brush, evenly wet all of the areas that you wish to
paint with clear water. I often add just a touch of the predominant color into my clear
water wash so I can tell more easily what areas I have covered.
2. Add areas of paint to the paper while it is wet.
3. How wet?
a) If the paper has puddles of water on it, you have probably used too much water. Let it
dry some before attempting to apply color.
b) If the paper glistens when held at an angle to the light, it may be at the desired moisture

c)
d)
e)
f)

level. Realize that at this moisture level the paint will dilute quite a lot and may flow
around more than is desirable.
If the paper surface has lost its shine, paint will dilute less and may be more
controllable. However, loss of sheen means the paper is drying out so you must work
quickly.
Should the paper begin to dry too much before you have finished working a passage,
use the mister very lightly to maintain a water level on the paper that keeps the paint
workable and flowing at a desired rate.
Determining when the paper is at the correct moisture level for painting depends on
what you are trying to accomplish, quality of the paper and even the humidity in the
room. Practice in an analytical way.
Try painting at different times as the paper dries. Carefully look at the paper to get an
idea of how wet it is with each paint application. Experiment to see what happens with
paint on paper at different moisture levels. Good judgement comes with trial and
experience.

4. Control the direction of paint flow on wet paper by tilting it in any direction necessary.
5. A wet-in-wet wash can be misted in spots to increase flows, runs or even wash pigment
completely out of a chosen area. Try this.
6. Mark off several rectangles on a piece of watercolor paper and practice all of the wash
techniques until you are comfortable with them. (They will always be somewhat
unpredictable. That is part of watercolor “magic”.) It may require several sheets of
paper but it is paper well used.
Note: Avoid making the same mistake over and over! When you do, you are training yourself
to paint in a way that displeases you. Determine what is going wrong by watching paper drying
times and the paint/water load in the brush. Vary the amount of water on the paper and the
saturation of paint in the brush and observe the results. Purposefully make “mistakes” and
learn from the results.
Glazes –
A glaze is a transparent layer of paint placed over the top of an existing, dried paint layer.
Glazes can create interesting and complex color variations.
It is generally a good practice to limit glazing to no more than 3-4 layers. Beyond that number,
depending on the density of the wash, it will lose freshness, transparency and may become
“muddy”.
Make sure that the paper is completely dry before applying the glaze. Apply glazes with as few
brush strokes as possible. Repeated strokes will scrub underlying colors and mix them into the
wet paint.
Shadows are often painted as a glaze over the local color.
Painting with gradated washes –
Here are some line drawings that you can copy to practice graded, variegated, wet-in-wet
washes and glazes with. They do not have to be painted exactly like the examples I have
painted. Skies are endlessly variable so gives you scope to put about anything up there. Be
imaginative with it.

I suggest using only two colors for these exercises. I have used Ultramarine blue and Burnt
sienna. Ultramarine and Burnt umber are also good choices. A wide tonal range of values from
white to near black can be mixed from these colors. Other blue / brown or blue orange
combinations will also work. Other possible combinations are dark purple and Phthalo green (a
blueish green) or Phthlo green and Alizarin crimson( or other blueish red).
Consider glazing shadow areas over the top of gradated colors used on objects. For example,
paint a gradated brown wash over a portion of the coffee cup. Add the shadow as a graded
wash over the top of the first wash after it has dried.

